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non-profit entity to run their three Essex County layouts. "I get calls from all over the country asking how we did it here," the Baltimore executive said. With cities having problems running their own facilities, and many 10-to-15-year management contracts with private firms set to expire, this is an alternative many cities are exploring, he added.

Fed up with the deteriorating condition of its facilities — Jefferson Park, Jackson Park and West Seattle — the city decided to do something, recalled Chris Redo, chief executive officer of Municipal Golf of Seattle, the non-profit group that took over the municipal courses July 1. Redo was also part of an 11-member, volunteer advisory board the city established last September to explore alternatives.

The board settled on four options, Redo explained. They were:

• Retain the concessionaire who had allowed the courses to deteriorate. "That wasn't acceptable," Redo said.

• Hire a national, for-profit management company, e.g., American Golf Corp. or ClubCorp. "They do a good job. But we didn't want the money generated by our courses leaving the community," Redo said.

• Establish a public development authority (PDA), which would seek private investors to put up money for renovations and operations in return for a hefty return on their investment. Seattle had a bad experience with a PDA that renovated Pike Place Market, a popular farmer's market. "They raised the rents so high that people were forced out of business," Redo said. The advisory board feared a PDA could dramatically increase green fees to recover its investment rather than keep fees affordable.

• Establish a non-profit organization that would keep fees affordable while reinvesting profits toward the $20 million in capital improvements that had been suggested in the city's master plan but were largely ignored by the previous operator.

The advisory board chose the non-profit route. This past winter, Redo resigned from the board and was eventually named CEO of Municipal Golf of Seattle, which received a 10 1/2-year contract beginning July 1.

Redo is confident the company can turn the Seattle situation around. But one major roadblock exists, he admitted. The City Council required that unionized city employees continue to maintain the facilities. The city did assign a liaison to act as a conduit between the maintenance staff and the firm, and also agreed to place only employees who had expressed a genuine interest in course maintenance at the facilities. But city politicians would not give Municipal Golf the authority to replace city workers with the company's own employees.

"The city charter forbids anyone but municipal employees from working on city-owned facilities," Redo explained. "We basically have to buy our services from the city. Those unionized labor costs are much higher than a privately-owned, daily-fee operation would have to pay for the same services. It will be quite a challenge to keep our green fees low and our costs in line."

Baltimore Municipal Golf Corp. doesn't labor under such restrictions, Redo pointed out. When it was first established, then-Mayor William Donald Schaefer and the City Council withstood considerable public and media pressure and freed BMGC to hire whoever it wished.

BMGC offered to retain the entire maintenance staff, although at reduced pay and benefits, Cooke explained. Of the 120 full-time employees, only three chose to stay. The full-time maintenance staff now stands at 64. But part-time employees have grown to 275. There were no part-timers when the city operated the facilities 10 years ago.

"Having to use city employees is going to be a nightmare for Seattle," Cooke said. "Maintenance costs make up at least 60 percent of a course budget. That means Seattle's non-profit company is controlling a minority of its own operational budget. If they fail, it will be because of that, not because the advisory board or the company didn't do their jobs."

Apprised of Seattle's city charter requiring the use of municipal employees on all Seattle golf course facilities, Cooke responded: "Charters are made by people and can be changed by people. Congress has amended the U.S. Constitution, so a city ought to be able to amend its own charter. "We've been successful because we were able to eliminate politics from business decisions. Indianapolis Mayor Stephen Goldsmith asked me what was the single most important thing he could do in order to make this work in his city. Politicians must want to see a non-profit firm succeed and then be willing to get out of the way."

Cost doesn't stop golfers from playing

Golfers are less likely to be deterred by the game's cost than people who participate in other kinds of outdoor activities, according to the 1994 Roper Survey for the Recreation Roundtable, Outdoor Recreation in America.

The report also noted that of all outdoor activities surveyed, golf ranked highest in the percentage of participants who began the sport after age 18. Fewer than half surveyed reported relatives introduced them to the game.
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Accurate Top Dressing With Wet Material. Amazing!

Turffo's patented belt uniformly and accurately spreads top dressing with all levels of moisture content. You can top dress with wet or dry material, from a light mist to a heavy application with the same Turffo spreader. Its 6 ground driven wheels give you a lower PSI than walking top dressers. They also eliminate hydraulics so you never have to worry about oil leaks on your greens. With just one operator, you can load the 22.5 cubic hopper and top dress 18 greens in only 3 to 4 hours. Amazing top dressers since 1961.

To demo our newest model call 612-785-1000.

TURFCO

Patented. Chevron belt design. Eliminates shovel loading. Precise on/off application.

Radial Instrument Drawing Board

Simple way to draw or project any irregular object in the field.

• change any layout on your golf course
• do what a golf course architect can do without the cost

Be able to draw to scale:

Golf Greens, Traps, Irrigation Lines, Landscaping, Lawns, Planters, Walkways, As Builts, etc.

Hi-Durable Plastic via Injection Moulding

• board: 16" x 1/2".
• removable 1/16" scale - removable tapered legs
• drawing radius - 260 radial feet
• 20 pieces of paper
• engineering scale (20) with adhesive backing

Only $45.50 + $3.00 frt

For More Info: B.H. Sales • P.O. Box 3467 Santa Rosa, CA 95402 707-823-2107
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